
Star Daze: Block 7
Unfinished block should measure 12.5’’

(It will be 12’’ once it is sewn into the quilt)

Cutting Instructions
● From ALL fat quarters except pink, cut one (1) 4.5’’ square and one (1)

4’’ square. Cut squares once diagonally to make two triangles.
● From the color background, cut out (2) 3.5’’ squares, (1) 4’’ square, and

(1) 4.5’’ square. Cut the 4’’ square once diagonally to make two
triangles.

● From the white background, cut out (2) 3.5’’ squares, (2) 4’’ squares,
and (1) 4.5’’ square.  Cut the 4’’ squares once diagonally to make two
triangles.

Red: (1) - 4’’ square Teal: (1) - 4.5’’ square
(1) - 4.5’’ square                                                      (1) - 4.5’’ square

Orange: (1) - 4’’ square Blue: (1)  - 4’’ square
(1) - 4.5’’ square (1) - 4.5’’ square

Yellow: (1) - 4’’ square Purple: (1) - 4’’ square
(1) - 4.5’’ square                                                     (1) - 4.5’’ square

Green: (1) - 4.5’’ square Raspberry: (1) - 4.5’’ square
(1) - 4.5’’ square                                                            (1) - 4.5’’ square

(2) - 3.5’’ squares (2) - 3.5’’ squares
Color bg: (1) - 4’’ squares White bg: (2) - 4’’ squares

(1) - 4.5’’ square (1) - 4.5’’ square

Assembly
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● Pair a 4’’ white background triangle with one of the 4’’ triangles of
each of the following colors: red, orange, yellow, and green. Sew
together to make half square triangles. Trim to 3.5’’ square.

4’’ square

● Pair a 4’’ color background triangle with one of the 4’’ triangles of
each of the following colors: blue and raspberry. Sew together to
make half square triangles. Trim to 3.5’’ square.

4’’ square

● Take the 4.5’’ color background triangle and put it with 4.5’’ white
background triangle; sew together on the longest side to make a HST.
Cut it in half diagonally to make two triangles.

● Take the color background/white HST halves and pair with a blue
and purple 4’’ triangle. Sew on the longest side to make the following
blocks. Pay extra attention to the orientation of the colors! Trim the
blocks to 3.5’’.

3.5’’ square
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● Pair the 4.5’’ triangles to make the following HSTs. Sew together to
make half square triangles. Cut in half diagonally.

● Take the pink and purple HST triangle. Pair with the blue 4’’ triangle
and sew along the longest. Press open. Trim to 3.5’’ square.

3.5’’ square

● Take the blue and teal HST triangle. Pair with the green 4’’ triangle
and sew along the longest. Press open. Trim to 3.5’’ square.

3.5’’ square

● Take the green and yellow HST triangle. Pair with the orange 4’’
triangle and sew along the longest. Press open. Trim to 3.5’’ square.

3.5’’ square

● Take the red and orange HST triangle. Pair with the raspberry 4’’
triangle and sew along the longest. Press open. Trim to 3.5’’ square.

3.5’’ square
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● Arrange the blocks in 3 rows as shown in the diagram below. Sew
together, pressing in direction of the arrows.

● Sew the rows together to form the block. The block should measure
12.5’’.
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